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    Plane                Glasses                   Bandage                    Clock                       Alien                   Button 

       Watch               Ghost                      Apple                      Artist                   Science                    Baby 

      Peace                 Bread                     Sword                     Fairy                        Banana                 Check 

Rocket                     Pencil                        Bee                      Dragon                   Barn                      Flower 

What makes a password strong? 
The length of a password is the most important thing in determining its strength. One of the 
easiest ways to build a strong password is to mash together several random words. This could be 
hard to remember though, so you could try to come up with a story to help you remember the 

words. Let’s practice! Choose four pictures from below, then write a short story that 
connects the four pictures. 

           
 
 

         
 
 

            
 
 

            
     

My four words are: 
 

__________________     __________________     __________________     __________________ 
 

Story based on words:  ____________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
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      Tooth                    Car                       Cat/Kitten                Chicken                  Circus                        Pants 

    Balloons                 Anchor                    Planet                    Hat                        Bathtub                   Umbrella 

    Bear                     Cyclist/Bicycle                Books                Dinosaur                   Robot                       Taco

 

      Cloud                     Horseshoe               Cactus                       Cake                 Camera                     Candy

 

What makes a password strong? 
The length of a password is the most important thing in determining its strength. One of the 
easiest ways to build a strong password is to mash together several random words. This could be 
hard to remember though, so you could try to come up with a story to help you remember the 

words. Let’s practice! Choose four pictures from below, then write a short story that 
connects the four pictures. 

            
 
 

                
 
 

                 
 
 

               
 

My four words are: 
 

__________________     __________________     __________________     __________________ 
 

Story based on words:  ____________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
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      Fish                       Coffin                      Corn                Head/Sneeze               Crab                        Beaver

 

      Crown                  Dancing               Scissors                      Devil                  Diamond             Sun/Sunshine 

      Money               Dolphin                     Donut                     Bikini                     Stapler               Flamingo 

       Glue                     Goat                       Hand                   Guitar                     Hanger            House/Home 

What makes a password strong? 
The length of a password is the most important thing in determining its strength. One of the 
easiest ways to build a strong password is to mash together several random words. This could be 
hard to remember though, so you could try to come up with a story to help you remember the 

words. Let’s practice! Choose four pictures from below, then write a short story that 
connects the four pictures. 

           
 
 

           
 
 

           
 
 

          
 

My four words are: 
 

__________________     __________________     __________________     __________________ 
 

Story based on words:  ____________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 


